The Power of JDL HealthTech
When you engage JDL HealthTech to assist your healthcare organization, you gain the power of
HIPAA-compliant solutions delivered by a HIPAA-compliant business associate with superior expertise,
strategic partnerships and demonstrated success. And that translates to an exceptional experience for
you, your staff, and your patients.

The Power of HIPAA-Compliant Services
We deliver services that enable you to better
manage your practice, achieve and maintain HIPAA
compliance with both the Security and Privacy Rules,
avoid violations and unwanted audits, keep your
technology working smoothly, and take advantage
of new technologies at affordable rates.
And we can do any or all of it as your Trustmarkcertified Managed Services provider from our secure,
state-of-the-art, HIPAA-compliant Managed Services
Operations Center.

The Power of Superior Expertise
Certified, expert technologists and engineers
comprise more than 70 percent of JDL staff, because
we’re committed to crafting the best valued-based
solutions to meet your requirements today, and
tomorrow, regardless of how healthcare changes.



Collectively, our experts possess 475 years of
technical experience, and
Maintain more than 135 industry and professional
certifications across a wide range of specialties.

No other technology services provider comes close
to that bench strength—and no other is able to
deliver solutions and ongoing support like we do.

The Power of Satisfied Clients
JDL HealthTech is a division of JDL Technologies,
an IT powerhouse that has served a wide range
of clients regionally, nationally and globally for 20
years. Clients choose us for our technical knowhow, and stay with us for the same reason—with
many trusting us to manage key components of
their internal programs year after year after year.

www.JDLHealthTech.com | 888.493.7833

The Power of Proven Success
As testament to our thought leadership in
health technology, JDL HealthTech ebooks
are always in high demand. Our report on
Data Breaches and Vulnerabilities in
Healthcare won Silver at the IT World 2015
Awards, and an ebook on the Florida
Information Protection Act and how it relates
to HIPAA won Gold in 2014. Our HIPAA Pocket
Guide is a hands-down favorite. In addition,
JDL is ranked among the 2015 Elite 150
Managed Service Providers in North America,
and we proudly hold the prestigious
Managed Services Trustmark from CompTIA.

The Power of Partnerships
JDL enjoys rock-solid partnerships with leaders
in practice management, wireless and wired
networks, security, email, telephony and
more—including McKesson, Citrix, Aerohive,
3CX, Microsoft, RingCentral and other brands
you know and trust.
Perhaps our strongest partner is our parent
company, Communications Systems Inc.
(NASDAQ: JCS). With a solid financial record
since 1981 and 2014 revenues of more than
$119 million, CSI is as committed to our
success as we are to yours. Put the power to
work for you today!

